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Abstract

In this work, we develop concepts for implementing a logging and recovery component to
deal with node crashes in a shared-disk system environment. This is done, using several
previously published strategies and adapting those algorithms to fit our special system
needs. Our environment is characterized by the following issues: the global lock manager
is statically distributed among the system’s nodes and employs a hierarchical synchroniza-
tion protocol for efficient transaction processing. A local lock manager on each node
administers local lock requests. Committed modifications to a data page are administrated
by the respectivepage owner, which may - in order to allow maximum adaptability -
dynamically migrate across the system. These distribution aspects evoke special problems
for the logging component of the system, which are discussed in this paper in detail. We
present two logging strategies and discuss their tradeoffs with respect to system perfor-
mance, recovery costs and reliability. At last, we show that our recovery component is able
to reconstruct any runtime system information as well as corrupted pages after a single or
multiple node failure, simply by collecting intact information residing on surviving nodes
and reading the local log data from permanent storage.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we focus on aspects of failure transparency in parallel database systems and espe-
cially in shared-disk systems, the architecture of choice in our work. Each database system, be it a
centralized or a distributed architecture, has to fulfil the ACID-paradigm [3] when executing a
transaction. Atomicity and durability are guaranteed by the logging and recovery subsystem,
which means that either all or none of the performed data modifications of a transaction are
reflected in the system, and that all committed updates survive arbitrary failures (node crashes in
this context). Because there are strong interdependencies between the different components of a
parallel shared-disk database system, designing a simple and efficient logging and recovery com-

1.This research is directed by Prof. R. Bayer Ph.D. and Prof. Dr. B. Mitschang and is part of the more extensive project
“Tools and Methods for Using Parallel Computer Architectures” running at the department of computer science of
the Technische Universität München since 1990 (sponsored by DFG contract SFB 342).
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ponent is a very difficult job.

This paper describes and evaluates concepts for implementing a logging and recovery component
for the MIDAS -system (MunIch parallelDAtabaseSystem), which is developed at the Tech-
nische Universität München. Though we strongly rely on existing concepts for the development
of our solutions, we outline necessary adaptations and additional features to optimize the coordi-
nation between our logging and recovery component and existing synchronization and coherency
control protocols.

1.1 Overview

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides information of the system
in use and presents a brief introduction to architectural issues and the synchronization and coher-
ency control algorithms which underlie our solutions.

In Section 3 we outline some basic ideas about logging and recovery before describing two differ-
ent protocols for the execution of transaction COMMIT. Special attention is paid to system per-
formance issues and communication costs, as both concepts are compared to each other and their
tradeoffs are discussed. The rest of the section deals with adaptations that have to be made when
using a static instead of dynamic distribution of page ownership in the system.

Section 4 presents methods for the execution of crash recovery after a single or multiple node fail-
ure, based on the previously introduced logging strategies. We discuss how system information
lost during the crash can be consistently reconstructed using inter-node communication and how
committed data modifications are redone, in case they are not already present in the physical data-
base. We focus on aspects of communication costs and dependencies between the different phases
of recovery execution. Once more, versions of the algorithms to be used with static page owner-
ship are provided.

In Section 5 we discuss the differences between our solutions and work previously published by
several authors. Moreover, we outline why existing work had to be modified to fit our special
environment and which are the deficiencies of some of the previous solutions. The paper con-
cludes with a summary in Section 6.

2 Description of the System Environment

In this section we present an overview of the general hardware and software architecture of the
anticipated system environment. The intention is, on the one hand to explain the background nec-
essary to understand the logging and recovery algorithms, and on the other hand some design
decisions made during the development of our concepts. A more detailed description of those
aspects can be found in [5] and in previous work [6][20].

2.1 Shared-Disk Architecture

In this class of systems an arbitrary number of identical nodes (with respect to their HW- and SW-
configuration) is loosely coupled with each other via a communication link, which is not further
specified in this context. While the nodes share access to a common database which may be
spread across several disks, each of the nodes disposes exclusively of its main memory (database
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cache). A transaction executes on a single node in the system which avoids the need for distrib-
uted transaction execution as known from shared nothing systems. For this purpose, a node must
read a referenced data object from disk into its private cache, which is referred to asvertical data
replication. Since a node is not forced to remove a cached object from its main memory at EOT,
this means that (possibly) different versions of the object may exist at the same time on different
nodes. This is known ashorizontal data replication, and additionally introduces the need for con-
sistent administration of all cached copies (cache coherence).

We summarize the features which differentiate shared-disk systems from traditional centralized
database systems:

• Many nodes share access to a common database, which may reside on more than one disk.

• The nodes collaborate to enable consistent transaction processing in the sense of consistency
and isolation.

• Horizontal data replication introduces additional effort, in order to keep the system in a logically
consistent state.

The following paragraphs explain the way, the anticipated system deals with those aspects of col-
laborative data processing.

2.2 Lock Management

To prevent the bottleneck of a centralized global lock manager each node is responsible for the
synchronization of a fixed set of objects and processes the corresponding global lock requests.
Thereby, a static distribution of the global lock manager and a logical fragmentation of the shared
database is introduced, in order to guarantee maximum performance and parallelism during the
synchronization of concurrent transactions. A local lock manager (LLM) supports the work of the
global lock manager (GLM) on each node by administrating all local transactions’ lock requests.
Thus any lock information is duplicated (in a local and a global lock table) in the system, which
has a big impact on the recovery mechanism introduced in Section 4.

Our lock manager uses a hierarchical synchronization protocol based on an RX-strategy [20]. The
protocol operates on an object hierarchy consisting of subsegments, pages and subpages. Each
subpage is a fixed size part of a page unit. Fine granularity locking is supported to a sufficient
extent when the conflict ratio is high, while the synchronization effort is reduced by employing
coarse granularity locking when the conflict ratio is low. The elaborate protocol adapts to the cur-
rent conflict situation by employing the mechanism of de-escalation and escalation of locks dur-
ing transaction execution. Thus, the method is an efficient trade-off between maximum
parallelism and minimum administration overhead.

2.3 Buffer Management

A node’s main memory buffer is usually by factors of hundreds or thousands smaller than the
physical database. Therefore, an efficient strategy is necessary for the administration of the
restricted number of frames in the system’s cache, where data pages have to be loaded from disk
before performing any data manipulation on them. The method employed by the buffer manage-
ment component when choosing frames to be replaced or used in the cache, influences not only
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the system’s runtime performance, but also the necessary overhead for the logging and recovery
component. An elaborate buffer strategy, which minimizes the need for expensive disk I/O, has to
be evaluated w.r.t its logging activity, which is necessary to ensure atomicity and durability of data
modifications in the system. We refer to [18] for a suitable classification of strategies in use.

In our system, a transaction does not write through its modifications to the physical database at
EOT. This is called aNOFORCE strategy and is very efficient with respect to minimization of I/O
overhead. In this case, many sequential modifications by different transactions may be accumu-
lated in a cached data page before it has to be updated physically on permanent storage. This is
especially interesting for frequently modified pages (hot pages) which otherwise would cause a
physical write operation any time they are modified. Nevertheless, NOFORCE introduces the
necessity of logging committed updates on permanent storage (REDO-logging), in order to make
them survive system crashes (loss of main memory contents), as is defined by the durability prop-
erty.

To simplify the recovery algorithm in the sense of guaranteeing transactional atomicity we use a
NOSTEAL strategy for selecting disposable frames in main memory. This means that frames con-
taining dirty (uncommitted) data modifications cannot be reused until the active transaction com-
mits or aborts. Thus, no dirty data are written to disk and we avoid the need for performing
UNDO-operationsduring crash recovery.

2.4 Cache Coherency

A problem to be dealt with especially in shared-disk systems is horizontal data replication. Differ-
ent versions of the same data object have to be efficiently administrated. To prevent interferences
between several nodes, which may update different subpages of the same page simultaneously
(which is supported by our synchronization protocol), we define one node at a time to become
owner of the page, whenever at least one page copy is cached in the system. A page which is not
cached at any node is not assigned an owner. It is the page owner’s responsibility to administrate
all existing page copies and to keep the disk version of the page in a consistent state.

With respect to page ownership, we introduce another logical fragmentation of the database. In
order to guarantee maximum node autonomy and to minimize communication overhead, we allow
dynamic assignment of a page to an owner across the system’s nodes according to their data
access patterns. Whenever an owner must remove its local page copy from its cache, it has to
check if any other page copies exist in the system. For this purpose, each page owner adminis-
trates a copyset in its page table [6], which contains an identifier for any node that possibly still
caches a page copy. When the copyset is empty, there are no page copies left in the system. Other-
wise, the page owner requests one of the remote copy holders to become the new page owner. In
any case, the actual page version is written to the physical database before the page owner is
allowed to remove its page copy from its buffer. [5] and [6] provide a more detailed description of
the protocols for the page ownership migration procedure.

An updating node, which is not the owner of a modified (sub-)page, contacts the owner at transac-
tion COMMIT time and submits the new version. This means that at any time the page owner
administrates the latest page version. Any other node which references the (sub-)page in the
future has to be supplied with the actual version, which results in an invalidation of old (sub-)page
copies residing in other caches. To keep the necessary inter-node communication overhead at a
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low level, we use an on-request scheme [17] for the detection of invalidated page copies at remote
nodes.

For this purpose, we introduce vectors of version numbers for each page, consisting of entries for
each subpage. At system start the number is initialized at 0 for every subpage and is incremented
during transaction processing for every committed modification of the respective subpage. By
keeping these vectors physically persistent in the page header, a strictly monotonous global order
can be defined on the version vectors of each page. Every vector value identifies exactly one state
of the page, even while the page exists only on disk and there are no copies cached anywhere in
the system. Additionally, a copy of the vector is administrated by the GLM of the page and each
node that caches a page copy stores the version vector in its page table.

Any time a node references an unlocked data object, it sends the version number of the cached
copy (-1, if no local copy exists) together with the lock request to the GLM. The GLM decides on
the validity of the requested object and, in case of an invalidation of the remote copy, instructs the
current page owner to supply the requestor with the valid object version. Since at least some of the
necessary communication may be embedded in synchronization messages, the advantages of this
method over broadcast- or multicast invalidation schemes become apparent.

3 Two Different Logging Concepts

Having basically described the system environment, especially the underlying protocols for syn-
chronization and cache coherency, we now outline our suggestions for the realization of a logging
subsystem. After introducing fundamental ideas, we present two alternative protocols for the exe-
cution of transaction COMMIT. Finally, we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each
solution.

3.1 Preliminaries for the Logging Subsystem

The logging subsystem must assure that data modifications are consistently and persistently repre-
sented in the database even when failures (crashes) occur during transaction processing. We have
already pointed out that the organization of the buffer management has a great influence on the
algorithms of the logging subsystem.

Implications of the Buffer Management
Transactions, which have been active on a node at the time this node crashed, are aborted and
none of their modifications is allowed to reside in the physical database after recovery. Since we
employ a NOSTEAL strategy this holds, and no UNDO steps have to be taken during crash recov-
ery, as the physical database cannot be dirtied by uncommitted data. On the other hand,
NOFORCE requires the REDO of committed data modifications, which are not yet represented in
the physical database. Therefore, any update operation performed by a successfully committed
transaction has to be made durable before the modification is made visible to other transactions by
releasing the locks on the data objects. This is an important concept in the sense of transactional
consistency and durability and is referred to as WAL-Principle (Write-Ahead-Log).

Log Organization
During transaction processing, log data are written to a dedicated area on stable storage, usually to
an additional disk. The log is organized as a sequential array of formatted data, so-called log
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records. All transactions compete for access to the end of the log file. To prevent the global log file
to become a system bottleneck, we distribute the conceptual global log into local log files, one on
each processing node. Each of these private logs is exclusively written by the local node, but may
be read by any other node during recovery processing.

Log Record Types
We already mentioned that log data is organized in log records, which is a suitable means for effi-
cient administration. Because log data must cover various different needs, we introduce several
kinds of formatted log records: the log manager writes UNDO- and REDO-records containing the
physical before-image (BFIM) respectively after-image (AFIM) of a modified subpage. Our deci-
sion for physical state logging is motivated by the simplicity of the recovery actions to be taken
and the low cost of log space when employing subpage-images. Note that we need UNDO infor-
mation only for the execution of transactional ROLLBACKS, but not for recovery purposes
(because of NOSTEAL). The records additionally contain the number of the executing transaction
(transaction_id) and an identifier of the corresponding subpage (subpage_id).

To trace the progress of transactions for which log records exist, the log manager writes COM-
MIT- and ABORT-records containing the transaction_id at the successful respectively unsuccess-
ful end of a transaction. Another record type, the CHCKPT-record, is explained below in our
discussion of checkpointing.

Log Sequence Numbers
We need a mechanism which enables us to relate each log record to exactly one version of the
respective subpage. This is achieved by the use of monotonically increasing and unique log
sequence numbers (LSNs), which are explained in detail in the next subsection. Each LSN should
be understood, both, as a unique record identifier and as a conceptual address on the log. Thus, we
define a Start_LSN for each page, which is the LSN of the REDO-record representing the first
update operation on the page not yet represented in the physical database and which is kept in the
page’s page table entry. Additionally, the header of each page contains the LSN of the REDO-
record representing the last modification applied to one of the page’s subpages. This value is
updated on the owner’s cached page, whenever a modification is logged at the page owner. When-
ever the owner writes the page to disk this value is then reflected into the physical page. This strat-
egy allows us to determine during recovery processing, whether an update operation found on the
log has to be redone or whether it is already represented in the physical database. Note that it is
not necessary to administrate the LSN for each subpage, since only pages are exchanged between
external and main memory.

Checkpointing
Additionally, the system takes occasionally fuzzy checkpoints, writing a system snapshot to stable
storage in order to simplify future recovery actions. Each CHCKPT-record contains information
on the set of active transactions, pages containing data not yet propagated to the physical database
(REDO candidates) and the log address of the first record to be processed at REDO recovery
(Start_REDO_LSN, which is the minimum of all REDO candidates’ Start_LSNs).

3.2 Distributed LSN-Scheme

In our architecture, each transaction processing node writes log information for the pages it owns
to its private log. Since page ownership migrates dynamically across the system the physically
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distributed global log is not divided into disjunct partitions. Instead, many log files may contain
records referring to the same subpage, according to the time relation of their page ownership.
Because each log record has to uniquely identify a page version in the system, our scheme must
carefully assign LSNs to the respective log records. We rely on ideas of [14] for the presentation
of a suitable solution to this problem.

During logging, a node finds the maximum value between the header LSN of the corresponding
page and the highest LSN on the local log file, increments it and assigns the resulting value to the
new log record. Thus we guarantee, that both, LSNs inside each log file as well as the LSNs for
the distributed log records of a single page increase monotonically. Unfortunately, we have to
accept that the LSNs provided by this scheme can no longer be used directly as log addresses, but
must be explicitly converted into physical addresses for this purpose.

3.3 Two-Phase COMMIT Protocol: Single Logging Solution

In the following paragraphs, we will concentrate on the realization of REDO logging. Neverthe-
less, we have to provide a strategy for UNDO logging. Because of the use of an RX-synchroniza-
tion protocol (instead of RAX [1]) we have to perform ROLLBACK on the owner’s page copy in
case of ABORT, in order to reconstruct the previous consistent page version, which is not neces-
sarily in the physical database. To ensure the WAL principle, the page owner (PO) must log the
BFIM of the local page copy before admitting uncommitted data modifications during the execu-
tion of the following COMMIT-protocol. The algorithms for the execution of transactional
ABORT are identical to those of centralized database systems.

We are now ready to present a first concept for a two-phase COMMIT protocol, which is illus-
trated in Figure 1. Node C, on which the committing transaction executes, transfers its modified
subpages to their assigned page owners via the GLM at transaction COMMIT (steps① and②).
Subpages which are assigned to C itself are treated identically, only without the described com-
munication steps. The page owners overwrite their local page copies with the new version (after
having performed the necessary UNDO-logging), adapt the version numbers of the respective
pages and log REDO information to the local log file. Any modified page is to denote DIRTY,
since it contains still uncommitted updates at this time. A page owner answers “ready” or “failed”
to node C, depending on whether it performed the previous steps correctly or not (step③). This
marks the end of the first COMMIT phase.

C decides at the beginning of the second phase whether a successful COMMIT is possible or an
ABORT of the transaction is necessary. In the latter case, at least one of the remote nodes has
answered “failed” or has been timed out. The result is logged locally at C which means a COM-
MIT- respectively ABORT-record is written to C’s private log file. Any other node may ask C
about the transaction’s state from now on. C informs the remote page owners (“commit”- or
“abort”-message) and thus makes them complete their logs by a COMMIT- or ABORT-record as
well. Note that we need to perform UNDO on the previously updated page copies in case of a fail-
ure of the first phase. In case the result at node C is COMMIT, the lock managers may release the
locks after receiving the messages at step④, before forwarding the “commit” to the page owners
(step⑤). Otherwise, the GLMs must forward the “abort” result to the page owners, which must
first undo the modifications on the pages, thereby reading UNDO-records from the local log,
before contacting the GLMs again (in another message passing round not shown in Figure 1),
enabling the latter to release the page locks. In this case, it is impossible to unlock earlier, because
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otherwise dirty data would become visible to other transactions. The scheme requires close coor-
dination between the lock managers and the logging subsystems of the participant nodes, which is
a substantial disadvantage for system performance.

At the end of the second phase, node C does not get any acknowledgment from the remote page
owners, so that any node which fails after successful completion of only the first phase has to con-
tact C to learn about the final result.

node 1 node 2 node n

GLM1 GLMnGLM2

FIGURE 1. Two-Phase COMMIT: Single Logging Protocol

node C

node 1 node 2 node n

GLM1 GLMnGLM2

node C

prepare mes.
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“ready / failed” mes.

“commit / abort” mes.
plus unlock requests

1. COMMIT-Phase:
Update subpage versions,
REDO-Logging, send

2. COMMIT-Phase:
send “commit / abort” mes.
and unlock requests

1

2

3

4

5

“commit / abort”
 messages

prepare messages
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3.4 One-Phase COMMIT (optimized) Protocol: Double Logging Solution

Because of the relatively high communication cost in the execution of the presented 2PC algo-
rithm, the unavoidable delay in releasing the global locks and the resulting performance loss, we
developed an alternative solution, based on the ideas of [16]. This time we perform the COMMIT
locally on node C without requiring any coordination with the page owners. This reduces depen-
dencies and contributes to the idea of maximum node autonomy.

However, the new solution requires additional log space in order to guarantee the durability of any
modification at node C. For this purpose, we define separate log files, called TA-logs, which are
either stored on separate disks or on extra partitions of the existing log disks. The TA-log of C is a
temporary log space for REDO-records of update operations performed by C on pages not owned
by C, as well as for UNDO-records for pages owned by C itself (for the execution of ROLL-
BACK). The permanent log files on each node, defined as private logs in the first protocol, are
now called PO-logs for better understanding. Figure 2 illustrates the protocol in detail.

When committing a local transaction, node C writes any log information for modified subpages,
including the respective UNDO-records for pages that it owns, to its private TA-log. As soon as
the final COMMIT-record is on permanent storage, the transaction is definitely committed and its
data modifications may be made visible to other transactions.

FIGURE 2.  One-Phase COMMIT: Double Logging Protocol

node C

node 1 node 2 node n

GLM1 GLMnGLM2
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Unlock

modified
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unlock
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ACK
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unlock
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Note that this takes place in our protocol without any communication steps. C may now release
the local locks and send the remaining unlock requests as well as not owned modified subpages to
the corresponding page owners via their GLMs (steps① and②). After the remote POs perform
the necessary processing on their local page copies and lock tables, they acknowledge this to the
GLMs (step③), which in their turn release the global locks without any further coordination with
other nodes in the system.

After the execution of the described steps, the page owners transfer the necessary REDO data
onto their local PO-log (UNDO-information need not be written, as the transaction has already
committed at this time). This I/O is done asynchronously to the further transaction processing,
which limits the overhead of the double logging protocol to a great extent. After the log records
are completely written to the page owners’ PO-log, the POs acknowledge the transfer to node C
(step④), which, after having received an acknowledgment from any involved page owner, may
reset its own TA-log. This is the case, because the REDO records for the transaction are now
made durable by the page owners and need no longer be kept redundant at node C.

3.5 Discussion

We presented two alternative solutions for the COMMIT-problem in a logically partitioned dis-
tributed environment. The first concept is based on a regular two-phase COMMIT algorithm. This
introduces well known problems such as high communication cost, low node autonomy and thus
late lock releases. The latter problem has severe effects on inter-transaction parallelism in the sys-
tem. Since locks on modified subpages have to be kept by the GLMs till the executing transaction
definitely commits in the second phase, lock holding time increases and a previously modified
object cannot be reused by any other transaction until the second communication phase comes to
an end. Therefore, this technique may lead to higher ABORT rates by timing out a large number
of waiting transactions.

Therefore, we developed the alternative one-phase solution, where locks may be released sooner2

and autonomously by the GLMs. COMMIT takes place on C locally, which optimizes transaction
COMMIT time but also introduces a new problem. According to the WAL-principle all log data
has to be written out to stable storage before data modifications are made visible to concurrent
transactions by releasing the corresponding locks. This implies the necessity of additionally log-
ging all modifications temporarily at node C on a separate log file. Thus log space is doubled.
However, C’s TA-log may be reset as soon as all log data are correctly transferred onto the page-
owners’ PO-logs. Furthermore, double logging implies doubling the number of I/O operations.
Considering the fact, that writing the PO-log records takes place asynchronously, we can tolerate
this overhead, which is compensated by the higher inter-transaction parallelism enabled by this
strategy.

3.6 Adaptations for Static Page Ownership Distribution

Both concepts (single/double logging) can be adapted to support a simpler concurrency/coherency

2.It takes 3 message passing rounds and 1 logging session before being able to release locks in the one-phase commit
protocol, compared to 4 message passing rounds (5 in case of abort) and 2 (3 in case of abort) logging sessions in
the two-phase commit protocol.
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scheme, where page ownership does not migrate across the nodes but is statically distributed at
system start: the GLM of a page is simultaneously assigned its ownership. Thus, there is no need
for the extra subpage transfer in the COMMIT protocols between GLM and PO, as in the case of
a dynamic page ownership environment.

The static distribution of the page ownership also implies that all log records for a page are written
to the same log-file, namely the (PO-)log of the GLM/PO. This has the effect of dividing the glo-
bal conceptual log into disjunct partitions. We do not longer need to coordinate the LSN numbers
between the nodes in the system, but may assign LSNs individually on each node, monotonically
increasing for each log file. When a node fails, we know the set of pages (owner partition)
affected by the crash as well as the log file on which the necessary log data can be found.

4 Recovery Processing

Based on the previously described logging schemes performed during COMMIT processing of
any update transaction, we are now ready to present the actions to be taken during the recovery
after a single or multiple node failure. Before a crashed node may restart, its main memory data
structures must be consistently reconstructed, as well as the last consistent state of the database. In
the following we describe the steps to be performed.

4.1 Reconstruction of the Global Lock Information

The global lock table of a failed node can be restored independently of any log information and
thus in parallel to the reconstruction of data pages described in Section 4.2. The only assumption
that has to be made in this context is that the reconstruction of lock information has to be finished,
before the PO-Recovery, described in Section 4.3, can begin.

In Section 2.2 we have already outlined that lock information is duplicated during regular pro-
cessing in the GLM’s global lock table as well as the referencing node’s local lock table. It is due
to this redundancy that the recovery of the global lock manager is quite simple as is shown in the
following example, presented in Figure 3. It presents the lock information before the crash (at
node 1) and the reconstruction procedure after the crash. We use the following notation. First, for
the LLM table:lock-kind  (X-, R-, IR-, IX-lock),page-id.subpage-id (in case of a page lock the
subpage-id is omitted and the LLM keeps track of the actually accessed subpages in a separate
space, seeREAD/WRITE  notation in Figure 3),transaction-id (e.g. T3). In the GLM table, we
additionally store the transaction’s home node along with the transaction-id (transaction-id,
transaction-node).

The surviving nodes 3 and 5 send their LLM-table entries to the failed GLM node 1, which recov-
ery coordinator R merges the received lock messages to reconstruct the partition’s GLM-table.
Each surviving node learns about another node’s failure by broadcast (sent by the first node realiz-
ing the failure or by a predetermined recovery coordinator node R). It then searches its own local
lock table for locks held on objects of the failed node’s partition and sends this information to
node R. This node collects and merges the received messages and thus reconstructs the relevant
entries for the lost global lock table. Note that entries from the lost local lock table are not repre-
sented in the reconstructed version. This situation is nevertheless correct, since any local transac-
tion’s locks are released when the transaction aborts. Therefore, the local lock table of a restarting
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node is empty as well.

4.2 REDO-Recovery

Independently from the steps for the reconstruction of lock information described above, the fol-
lowing actions are necessary to bring the database in a consistent state, using the physical data-
base on disk and the physical log information. The necessary REDO-recovery (NOFORCE/
NOSTEAL) is performed in three phases, which are sequentially executed as described below:

Analysis Pass
The first step to be taken is to read and evaluate the failed node’s (PO-)log, in order to collect

IR-Lock, 1, (T5,5),(T3,3)

X-Lock, 2, (T3,3)

R-Lock, 1.2, (T5,5)

R-Lock, 1.1, (T3,3)
IR-Lock, 1, T5

R-Lock, 1.2, T5

R

READ, 1.2
R

FIGURE 3. Reconstruction of the GLM Table after a Crash
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information required for the second pass, in which REDO recovery is performed.

First of all, information on the set of winner and loser transactions is processed. Winners are those
local transactions, which committed correctly before the failure occurred and may therefore have
caused modifications which have to be redone in order to guarantee durability. Those transactions
have written a COMMIT record to the local log in case of single logging. In case of double log-
ging any REDO record found on the local log belongs to a winner transaction and therefore we do
not need this distinction.

Based on this information we determine the set of pages potentially requiring REDO recovery
(REDO candidates). Those are pages for which a REDO record of a winner transaction has been
found on the local log. As we do not know when the page has been written to disk the last time,
we have to consider it in the following REDO pass. All REDO candidates have to be loaded into
the cache. The LSNs of the last REDO record reflected in the page can be read from the page
header. By determining the minimum of those LSNs we get the Start_REDO_LSN, which is the
starting point on the log for the execution of REDO recovery.

The effort of the analysis pass can be restricted by the use of checkpoints as described in Section
3.1: we do not have to read the log from the beginning then, but we can start from the last
CHCKPT-record and read through the most recent log data.

Using the double logging strategy, the work to be performed during analysis can be restricted to
determining the log starting point for the following REDO pass. We do not need more informa-
tion, since we have to prepare PO recovery in the course of REDO actions, and thus, must con-
sider every page as a potential REDO candidate. Thus, Start_REDO_LSN may be administrated
as a persistent pointer on safe storage in this case.

REDO Pass
During the REDO pass the log has to be read a second time, starting at the previously determined
Start_REDO_LSN. As usual in centralized database systems we employ a REDO-record for the
recovery of a cached database page, if and only if the page’s LSN stored in its header is less than
the REDO-record’s LSN. This algorithm is also supported by our LSN scheme (see Section 3.2)
where LSNs increase for each page across the nodes. Applying the stored AFIM for a subpage,
the page LSN has to be set accordingly and the coherency information (version number) has to be
incremented. This guarantees consistent administration of recovered pages and permits quick
restart after writing recovered pages through to disk at the end of recovery processing.

In our distributed environment, the REDO pass is also used in order to collect information on the
owner partition of a crashed node before the failure. We have already pointed out that according to
the protocols for the transfer of page ownership, a node may only find usable log records on its
private log, when it had been owner of the respective page. Therefore, we insert each page_id and
its version vector into a list (PO-list), whenever a log record is applied for the page during REDO
recovery. At the end of the REDO pass the list contains information on any page that has been
owned by the failed node and its newest version did not reside on disk. These pages are missed by
the algorithm but a consistent state of distribution for page ownership may nevertheless be recon-
structed, as will be shown below in Section 4.3.

Transfer of TA-Log-Information
Yet, there are some difficulties to be regarded when the double logging strategy is employed. In
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this case, we can think of situations where one or more TA-logs had not been completely trans-
ferred from a committing transaction at node C to the page owners at other nodes, before a node
crash occurred. We can think of C itself, having failed, or one of the POs before it had accom-
plished its PO-log or before it sent the acknowledgment back to node C. Any of these situations
has to be distinguished. This can be achieved by inserting the version number of the described
subpage into each REDO-record on the TA-log.

Whenever node C times out waiting for the POs’ acknowledgments, or whenever a failed node
finds unacknowledged records on its own TA-log, it sends the relevant entries to the assigned POs
via their GLMs once again. Comparing the existing reconstructed page version in the page table
to the number denoted in the TA-log-record, a PO can determine, whether the record must be
transferred to the node’s PO-log or whether an acknowledgment has to be sent to C without any
additional action. An example for this situation is shown in Figure 4.

This situation shows node 33 after its crash. R reconstructed subpage 21.2 from the local log
information up to version number 2. Yet, there is still a REDO-record with version 3 existing on
node 1’s TA-log for this subpage. The received record is transferred to node 3’s PO-log by R and
the page version is overwritten with the subpage’s AFIM. After the record is written to permanent
storage, R sends an acknowledgment to node1, which in turn may reset its TA-log.

After having accomplished these additional steps, every page belonging to the failed owner’s par-
tition is reconstructed in its latest state and should now be written to the physical database to avoid
the need for a new recovery pass in case of a second failure of the same node.

4.3 Reconstructing (Dynamically Distributed) Page Ownerships

Up to this point we did not require any temporary coordination between the different phases of
recovery among the different nodes. In order to proceed now to the reconstruction of the page
ownership, our algorithm requires that the reconstruction of the global lock table information has

3. Node 3 owned page 21 (isowner T), which comprises of two subpages.

PO node 3
R

FIGURE 4. Example: Transfer of a Missing Ta-Log Record after a Crash
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terminated.

During a crash, the affected nodes loose their memory contents and thus the owner table informa-
tion for pages of their partition. Surviving nodes have to lock owner table entries referring to a
failed PO, as soon as they hear about its failure. Therefore, the reconstruction must proceed in two
steps.

First step: unblocking the locked owner table entries at surviving nodes by claiming the
page ownership
The failed node divides the PO list created during REDO (see Section 4.2) according to the GLM
distribution of the relevant pages and sends each fragment as an “i_am_PO”-message to each
GLM. These messages serve to claim again an existing page ownership of the failed node to the
surviving GLM, which still locks the owner table entry. In the same way, the recovering node
receives information from all surviving nodes regarding ownerships for pages of its GLM parti-
tion, which will be used in reconstructing the owner table of the failed node (see second step). The
surviving GLMs compare the received “i_am_PO”-messages with their locked owner table entries
and give the locks free. Our logging and recovery protocols guarantee that only one node per page
can claim the page ownership, as only one node can possess REDO-records with changes that are
not yet reflected on the page (see Lomet’s ONE-LOG redo requirement [7], Section 5).

Pages for which the old PO does not claim its ownership (because it did not find a REDO record
for the page on its log), and for which other copies possibly exist in the system, must be assigned
a new owner. This is achieved by making one of the lock holders become PO. Unlocked page cop-
ies in the system must be invalidated to guarantee a consistent copyset after a failure of the PO.
The new copyset is the set of nodes holding a lock on the page or subpage. Note that locks on a
subsegment do not guarantee that a page belonging to the subsegment is cached at the lock hold-
ing node.

Second step: reconstructing the owner table of the failed node
The lost owner table of each failed node itself has also to be reconstructed. This is achieved simi-
lar to the reconstruction algorithm for the global lock information, by receiving “i_am_PO”-mes-
sages from each other node in the system and merging the information into a new owner table.
This is simple, because our algorithm guarantees that at most one node announces its ownership
for the same page. Pages of the local partition which have no PO assigned, have to be treated sim-
ilar to the above case: since the global lock information is already reconstructed, a new PO must
be assigned from the set of lock holders. The copyset for every page is the set of page- or sub-
page-lock holders, after unlocked copies have been invalidated. The necessary communication
steps and the reconstruction of the GLM’s owner table are illustrated in Figure 5.

After a failure of nodes 2 and 3, both GLMs’ owner tables have to be reconstructed. Surviving
node 1 sends an “i_am_PO” announcement for page 17 to the corresponding GLM (node 3).
Node 2, which already performed REDO for page 21 announces its ownership for page 21 respec-
tively. This means, it has to send an “i_am_PO” message to the GLM of page 21, which in this
example is node 3. Node 3, has already performed REDO for page 15 and knows that this page
belongs to its own partition, as it itself is the GLM. After merging the received “i_am_PO”-infor-
mation the (crashed) node’s owner table is partially reconstructed.

In case of double logging, the transfer of existing TA-log-records (see Section 4.2) has to be
accomplished after every page is assigned a PO. Node C, which has unacknowledged records on
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its TA-log, sends the records to the GLM which can now identify the PO of the page. If the page
does not have a PO after REDO-recovery (no lock holders) the GLM itself takes over the owner-
ship for the page and logs the TA-records in its private PO-log.

4.4 Adaptations for Static Page Ownership Distribution

In case of a static distribution of page ownerships among the system’s nodes, recovery does not
have to reconstruct any distribution information (owner table, copyset) as described in the previ-
ous sections. Instead, every failed node knows exactly about the set of pages belonging to its own
partition and requiring REDO from its local log. It does not have to communicate with other
nodes to announce page ownership or to determine a new page owner for pages, which actual ver-
sions are currently on disk.

Not only communication overhead, but also temporal dependencies between the recovery pro-
cesses taking place on different nodes simultaneously after a multiple node failure are avoided by
this strategy. Moreover, there is no temporal dependency between the reconstruction of lock infor-
mation and REDO-recovery on each node, as it was necessary in the first case, when PO-recovery
required the global lock information to be in a consistent state before it could start execution.

PO node 3
RGLM

FIGURE 5. Example: Reconstruction of the Owner Table with i_am_PO Messages
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5 Related Work

ARIES
In [11], Mohan and al. present some of the most important ideas on logging and recovery in their
presentation of the ARIES system. They introduce the idea of log sequence numbers as identifiers
for log records in a multiple node system, as well as the execution of fuzzy checkpoints. The algo-
rithm is described for a NOFORCE/STEAL environment and performs record level operation
(logical) logging. The most basic idea is the introduction of compensation log records, which are
logged during the execution of ROLLBACKs. Since we employ a NOSTEAL strategy many of
these concepts are not reflected in our work.

Rahm’s Double Logging
The idea of double logging is introduced by Rahm in [16], where the concept of Primary Copy
Locking (PCL) and it’s implications for logging and recovery are discussed. The presented proto-
cols rely on a single logfile per node, where modifications of the node’s own pages as well as
updates of remote pages are logged. In Rahm, only those remote pages are transferred to their
owners and logged a second time there. This results in less I/O overhead than in our protocols,
where every modification has to be logged twice.

Nevertheless, our protocol has several advantages compared to Rahm’s ideas. Although we have
to deal with more I/O-operations, our solution results in a simpler LSN-scheme, where in case of
static distribution of page ownership no coordination of LSNs between different nodes is neces-
sary. Moreover, only records which are relevant for the recovery of a failed node are written to a
node’s private log (PO-log) in correct sequential order. The additional space needed for the sec-
ond logfile is restricted to a minimum since the TA-log may be reset early. Furthermore, our con-
cept enables us to complete a transfer of log information to the page owner after single or multiple
node failures. This problem is totally ignored in [16].

Lomet’s ONE-LOG Redo Requirement
The general concept of multiple REDO-logs in a shared-disk database management system
(DBMS) is based on the work by Lomet [7]. Private logs are used there to avoid sending remote
logging messages and the need for synchronization on a common (single) log. The goal is to sup-
port the ONE-LOG redo recovery paradigm, which demands that for the recovery of each failed
node only the node’s private log must be read. The paradigm is valid in our environment, too, but
had to be expanded to fit the requirements of an architecture with dynamic distribution of page
ownership. In our system, REDO is performed on each node using the PO-log’s records. How-
ever, in some cases it is necessary to take into account the contents of existing TA-logs, in addi-
tion to the (private) PO-logfile.

Mohan’s LSN-Scheme
Our LSN-scheme used, when dynamically distributed page ownerships are employed, is closely
related to Mohan’s ideas [14], where a similar problem of logging and recovery in shared-disk
DBMS’s with dynamic coherency strategies is discussed. This is where the concept of Update
Sequence Numbers (USN’s) is developed, which is reused in our environment. The technique
enables us to identify the actual owner of a page from the REDO-information on its local log.

However, Mohan’s solution basically differs in the conception of dynamic page ownership. The
authors do not assume the existence of a logical fragmentation of the physical database into dis-
tinct owner-partitions, but always declare the holder of an exclusive lock the owner of an object,
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which then is responsible for writing lock information and the actual page copy to permanent stor-
age. The solution is based on a coherency protocol using P- and L-locks, which can be compared
to some kind of authorization scheme. Unfortunately, these concepts support only a very
restricted form of record locking, where it is not possible to concurrently update different records
of the same page at different nodes in the system. The right to modify a record of a page on an
arbitrary node is bound to the (exclusive) possession of a P-lock for that page. In contrast, our pro-
tocols support the hierarchical lock-protocol to a full extent and allow subpages of the same page
to be modified concurrently at different nodes.

6 Summary and Conclusions

In this work we presented concepts for a logging and recovery component in a NOFORCE/
NOSTEAL shared-disk DBMS employing a hierarchical RX-lock protocol. Our suggestions are
based on two different protocols: a two-phase commit, single logging protocol and a one-phase
commit, double logging protocol. The protocols were compared to each other with respect to run-
time performance and performance of recovery execution after a single or multiple node failure.

The double logging protocol doubles the absolute number of I/O-operations and the log space
compared to the single logging solution. Yet, part of the necessary I/O may be executed asynchro-
nously and every node’s temporary TA-log may be reset after the transfer of the records to the
corresponding page owners is completed. Better runtime performance makes the protocol espe-
cially attractive for our purposes, since it can be assumed that recovery is performed very seldom
compared to regular transaction processing. Thus, the additional communication overhead needed
during recovery processing can be tolerated.

Both protocols may be used with both statically as well as dynamically distributed page owner-
ships. The impact of dynamic distribution of page ownership on the recovery algorithm has been
also examined. The static concept is very promising with respect to recovery aspects, since recov-
ery work is executed autonomously on every failed node and does not require additional inter-
node communication during recovery. In contrast, the dynamic approach allows more runtime
flexibility, since page ownership is adapted to the system’s actual referencing behavior. In order to
achieve this maximum degree of adaptability, we must accept higher efforts during recovery pro-
cessing, when the actual state of distribution has to be reconstructed after a system failure.

Our theoretical examination shows that the combination of double logging and static page owner-
ship is the most promising solution for our system environment. Yet, this hypothesis has still to be
proved by performance tests.
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